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Posted 25 March 2024



The Access Group appoints first President, Americas



Read more
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Posted 31st January 2024



Access Hospitality announces acquisition of leading Wi-Fi provider Wireless Social



Read more
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Posted 23rd January 2024



The Access Group makes new appointments to lead on customer experience, people and sustainability



Read more
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Posted 15th January 2024



Hundreds of new jobs created by Access with the opening of new global operations centre in Romania



Read more
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Posted 14 November 2023



The access group celebrates a hat-trick of award wins



Read more
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Posted 17 August 2023



The Access Group extends its health and social care proposition in the provision of technology enabled care through the acquisition of Oysta



Read more
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CM / CM2000



CM (previously CM2000) care management software supports the delivery of care with a range of easy-to-use, mix-and-match solutions including real-time care monitoring, mobile monitoring (CM mobile), scheduling, invoice & payroll / financial management, outcomes measurement, digital care management and business intelligence reporting.

Trusted by Local Authorities and Providers for over 20 years, Access CM automates processes, increases quality and delivers efficiencies. Extensively used by Council-delivered homecare services (reablement, extra care and ongoing support), CM software also supports Councils to gain visibility and improve contract management of care delivered by third-party Providers.

Looking to login? use the links below.




Book A Demo
Contact Us
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Want to learn more about our care management software and how it can help your Local Authority?



Download brochure


























Explore the CM suite of solutions



Discover our care management solutions including electronic call monitoring, data capture and analytics for integrated community health and social care.
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Care monitoring


Care monitoring is vital to ensure that Service Users are receiving the right care to meet their needs.

By enabling you to view service performance in real-time, you can deliver quality care and improve efficiencies, as well as provide safety to your service users and care workers.
 


Learn more
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Rostering and rota software


Care scheduling that allows Care Coordinators to quickly and easily roster staff while making best use of your capacity and ensuring any salaried Care Workers are fully utilised.
 


Learn more
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Outcomes


Our innovative Outcomes Assessment Platform allows Councils to deliver a powerful combination of time/attendance data and progress towards outcomes.
 


Learn more
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Business Intelligence


Our business intelligence software, CMBI, allows you to capitalise on the value of your social care delivery data. CMBI empowers you with actionable intelligence to facilitate service improvements and manage by exception.
 


Learn more
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Financial Management


Speed up payments and manage by exception: With most state-funded home care delivered by third-party Providers, Councils need a quick and efficient way of managing the numerous invoices this generates.
 


Learn more
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Digital care management


An end-to-end solution to digitise care records and capture all interactions, forms, medication, feedback and issues bringing a wide range of efficiency and safeguarding benefits, whether you’re in the office or out in the community.
 


Learn more














Derbyshire County Council uses Access CM




Access CM has provided Derbyshire County Council with plenty of benefits including full scheduling of all their in-house activity in real-time through our mobile app. This video has Gina Knowles, the Digital and Partnership Lead at Derbyshire County Council, explaining the other benefits Derbyshire has experienced since using our CM solution.




Learn more
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Our care management software supports the delivery of care





74,506,108


Number of events logged via CM Mobile in the last 12 months






70,515,656


Number of planed visits in last 12 months






28,581,717


Number of 3rd party sytem imports processed in the last 12 months






186,260


Active carers






185,610


Active clients























We’re better informed since implementing CM’s care management solutions. We have greater oversight of service delivery with all our data in one place.

There’s been a huge shift in the way we communicate which has brought benefits to our Care Workers and ultimately, we have more time to focus on the quality of our service. My advice to other Local Authorities is ‘go for it!’. Having the right technology makes such a difference.






Julia Featherstone

-
Assistant Team Manager



Tameside Council
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The real-time information is amazing. You can see where your Care Workers are which is really reassuring in terms of lone working.

The CM scheduling solution is less labour intensive than our previous system so visits can be scheduled really quickly. When I allocate an individual to the desired team, the system automatically schedules all their visits – if the team can’t cover any of the visits this is clearly flagged allowing me to take action.






Maxine Parker

-
Care Coordinator



Bridgend Council
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Before implementing Access CM’s scheduling, monitoring and CMBI reporting tool we had very little intelligence about how the service was performing. Getting meaningful information about the service was difficult and time-consuming. Access CM’s technology has changed that. Now we can track people’s journey from the point they come into the service until the point they leave or move to a long-term care package.

We can easily report against our SLA with the Health Board, quantifying where people are in the 6-week process, identifying increases or decreases in requirements. Previously we simply did not have that level of information.

Having accurate data isn’t just helpful in terms of managing the service, it is also used to ensure Service User financial contributions are based on the care they actually receive. This level of transparency is helpful to all parties.






Nicola Jones

-
Project Officer



Carmarthenshire Community Care
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CM will allow the Council to monitor services delivered by a wide range of Domiciliary Care providers, enabling the Council to monitor quality indicators such as punctuality, duration of visit and care worker continuity that will provide visibility on service delivery for vulnerable older people. At the same time it will ensure more effective and transparent payments to providers.






Cllr Simon Hancock

-
Cabinet Member for Adult Services, Health and Well-Being and Equalities



Pembrokeshire County Council
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The system is delivering a new level of transparency which we didn’t have before. Having factual data helps us with service reliability and invoice accuracy.

In year one of the contract, the Council has achieved an efficiency saving of £413k, and of course there is future cost avoidance which helps to protect the public purse in the longer term. We’re also seeing staff efficiencies by reducing some of the duplication of effort within the brokerage team.

At this stage we’re still embedding our vision. We’ve had to work hard to bring all our Providers along the journey and it’s important to make sure they understand the benefits. The results to date demonstrate that moving to electronic monitoring was a positive investment and absolutely the right thing to do. Based on the progress so far we expect the benefits to continue to increase. We now have greater visibility of services to vulnerable people, Provider invoicing has been improved and we’re already generating savings and efficiencies.






Ian Randell

-
Strategic Commissioning Manager at Pembrokeshire County Council
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During the pandemic the communication benefits of CM monitoring and scheduling have been even more valuable. I’m so pleased we had it in place to help us through these challenging times and weren’t reliant on manual systems. The whole service has been working from home so having the CM system to work remotely has been a huge benefit. We have been able to carry on ‘business as normal’ during the pandemic.






Gateshead Council

-
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We took our time with the implementation to get the rotas and rotations just right. The CM team were brilliant in supporting us. The training was superb.






Robin Welsh

-
Project Manager at Sandwell Council
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Since we implemented CM Mobile, Support Workers’ have reported their work-life balance has improved. They have all the information on the app on their phone and they no longer have to be thinking about their schedules the day before or spending their time trying to get through to the office by telephone.

The CMBI business intelligence data is providing the high-level view needed to manage the service whilst allowing us to drill down into individual detail if required. In addition to the standard reports we have found the ability to develop bespoke reports very useful.

The technology has helped us improve our back-office efficiency in a number of ways. There has been a huge reduction in telephone calls between the office and Support Workers. The administration time saved will eventually equate to 3 full time equivalent roles. This will allow the service to use people’s time for different things and introduce more flexible working which wasn’t practical before.






Johanna Hart

-
Practice Manager



East Sussex Joint Community Rehabilitation Service
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In light of having short deadlines and adopting a completely new business model at HHFT, it was a massive achievement getting the service up and running.

We couldn’t have done it without the support of the CM team. Access CM allows us to ensure the right people are in the right place at the right time.

We have a wealth of management information at the touch of a button. Improving choice for Patients at EOL justifies the hard work from all the parties in getting this set up.






Dan Parr

-
Cancer Services Projects & Business Lead



Hampshire Hospitals Foundation Trust
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Explore our Access CM solutions



Book A Demo
















Read our CM Case Studies




Hear from our customers and partners to discover how our CM solutions have helped them overcome challenges and make a real difference in the care provided.




Go to Case Studies
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Dundee City Council



Read more
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Pembrokeshire County Council



Read more
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Bridgend council



Read more
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Tameside council



Read more
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Derbyshire County Council



Read more
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